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Chris How & Jerlyn Jareunpoon-Phillips

Are you ready for a  
design sprint?





BASIC STRUCTURE









Overdue items more visible

The ability to ‘Renew all’



Receipt printing options

Fees notification

Personalisation









Test



Build



Decide



Explore



Understand





https://clearleft.com/services/design-sprints

The design sprint 
canvas

https://clearleft.com/services/design-sprints


Myths of design sprints

true or false?



Design sprints only work  
for digital products

1/5



Design sprints are a cheap  
way to do quality design work

2/5



You can test your prototypes  
with whoever you can find

3/5



Design sprints are a great way  
to show your organisation  

the value and benefit of design

4/5



5/5

 A design sprint is a  
five-day long process



Now. Next. Future.



Now. 
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Are you ready for a  
Design Sprint?



Let’s get sprinting! Woah! Not so fast!



Let’s get sprinting! Woah! Not so fast!







Let’s get sprinting! Woah! Not so fast!







A thought experiment



A thought experiment



Think of a short statement that expresses 

the problem you’re trying to solve.
1



Rephrase your statement into a question 

starting with ‘How might we…?’
2



Think about the impact you’re trying to have 

by solving the problem.
3



The gut test: Can you think of five 

solutions in a few minutes?
4



Think of some of the constraints that you 

would be facing with your challenge.
5



Does your original question need  
a tweak? Iterate.

6







Thank you
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